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(:09). Shows photo of Ghana draft of Space Center.  (:20).   (:27).  

(:30). Talks about MOZHEN to come to Ghana for space training. 

(:36).  

(:44).  ... we are not taking medicines, we are controlling the environment. It is a much 

more powerful, faster, safer system and it has to be seen to work in all directions. Any 

questions. (:46).  

(:54). If the Sun is the soul of this Solar S and its planets are its P manifestation then what 

would be its emotions? The E is the material btn the span of the Sun to the entity, what 

we call a point of transition from the start to the end, the points where there is a transition 

point, the emotion, it's like our brain from what we know, where the soul is to our 

emotional part of the brain where at the end the strength of the E converts into the level 

of the E of the P where we call the point of the brain where the position of the hands and 

fingers, where in that point the whole thing converts into the arms and legs manifestation 

of the physicality. Shares a screen. (:57).  

 

... the soul of a man starts as a Pl.  (1:03).  When we look at the photos of AA. Shows AA 

in salt environment. Look at the shape of the material. This is vitally important, we have 

AA of Zn but all in the condition of the salt, (? not yet in the earths fields ?). (1:06). All 4 

AA are next to each other. If you are born and the life starts with the gaseous part of it, 

this is the shape we will have. This is the shape of the body of the man, of our brain 

structure, as long as the AA has not interacted in the MG field levels with the P part but 

in a salt solution, that is no minerals or any other things added to it. Show CuO2 and 

CO2, if you look you'll understand something very interesting. (1:10). turn them 90 

degrees upward. and ZnO2. (1:12). These all are in a condition of salt, when Man came to 

the point of life as an AA started, when it comes in touch with the AA, the P part of the 

planet has dictated the change in the structure of the AA. All our muscles are made of Cu 

(the middle picture). 113 18 

(1:21).  

(1:25). 

(1:31).  

(1:33). about vegetarians ... 

(1:41). 

(1:44).  

(1:50). 

(1:53). Rick said, when we came to earth we may not have a conscious memory of that 

decision. Keshe said, who brought you to earth, you didn't come to earth you got made of 

the earth's materials, unless you're an alien. Where did the earth material come from? 

From the reduction of the fields. We come from stars. Where did the AA come from. The 

AA of this planet comes out of the interaction of this planet atmospherics fields with part 

of the Pl of the Solar S. What about other AA traveling through the U? If they come to a 

given area and interact you'd most probably have 6 arms and 20 legs. 54 

 

(1:59).  about the soul and elevating 



.. (2:02).    I have been through this twice..   a lot of you ask me where does the 

knowledge come from, it comes from the soul that we receive, physicality is the same, it's 

(only) a container, it's like you had a water and now you have a juice. 

(2:05).  

(2:11).  14 

(2:21).  

(2:36).  

(2:39). Caroline teaches. The mothers want to learn the Gans' so they can relieve the pain 

of their children.  Wants to bring back the confidence of their own power.  

(2:46).  

(2:51).  

(3:03). Keshe teaches again. (3:05).  

(3:12).  

(3:17). 

(3:27). why he takes all the trouble to enlighten man ...  pyramids and they abused the 

power.  .... look at all the pyramids across the world ... 

(3:32).  

(3:40).  End.   


